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Review for Parliamentarians

» Periodic brief compiling information on latest knowledge, 
experience and best practices on RE for MPs

» Special focus: solar energy; RE as a mitigation tool for climate 
change; job creation and declining costs

» Launch: Oct 2015. 3rd issue: Oct 2016 

» Available in English, French and Spanish

» Accessible from IRENA website 
homepage
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IRENA Analytical Reports

» A range of analytical reports, on variety of topics relating to RE

» Can be thematic, and/or with a regional or country focus
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Planning for RE transition:

REmap

» IRENA’s Global Renewable Energy Roadmap: 
shows feasible, cost-effective ways to double 
renewables in the world’s energy mix by 2030, 
and examines how RE can support SE4ALL 
objectives

» Analyses options for countries, sectors and technologies

» Further information at: www.irena.org/remap

http://www.irena.org/remap
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Technology trends

» IRENA Technology Briefs and Innovation Outlook series: 
analyse the latest technology innovations and the emerging 
developments in RE technologies

» Provide policy makers a basis for understanding the RE 
technologies and the role they can play in integrating and 
accelerating RE deployment
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Enabling investment and growth

» Series of reports to disseminate evidence on the socio-
economic benefits of RE and identify opportunities 

» Renewable Energy Benefits: Measuring the Economics

» Annual Reviews of RE and Jobs 

» RE costs reports
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Enabling investment and growth

» Analysis of specific policy instruments 
supporting RE deployment, and showcase 
of best practices: 

» Renewable Energy Target Setting

» Renewable Energy Auctions: A Guide to Design, 
with a volume dedicated to policy makers, 
outlining key considerations for successful auction design

» RE Market Analyses: review of the status and trends in the RE 
development on a specific market, 
and of RE policies across all uses, 
to support continued expansion of RE
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Country policy briefs

» Development of Policy Briefs for 20 Latin American countries: 
provide an overview of the policies in place in the country under 
review, as well as hyperlinks to the legal 
instruments

» Based on the information contained in 
the IEA/IRENA Joint Global Renewable Energy 
Policies and Measures Database and direct inputs 
from national experts
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» A country-validated global compilation of RE policy measures, with 2000 entries from over 120 
countries. Available at:  www.iea.org/policiesandmeasures/renewableenergy

» Searchable by: 

» Policy type: e.g. Economic instruments > Fiscal/financial incentives > FIT or Policy support > Strategic 
planning

» RE policy target: bioenergy; geothermal; hydropower; multiple RE sources; ocean; solar; solar thermal; 
wind

» Sector: Electricity; Framework Policy; Heating and Cooling; Multi-sectoral Policy; Transport

» Additional filters: international/national/state/regional/municipal; Policy status (ended, in force..)

http://www.iea.org/policiesandmeasures/renewableenergy
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Overview of RE Policies 

in Latin America

» Building on the Policy Briefs, IRENA published Renewable 
Energy in Latin America: An Overview of Policies in June 2015. 
The report analyses current policy status and trends, including 
over 300 renewable energy support schemes across four 
sectors: electricity, heat, transport and energy access, as well as 
some cross-cutting policies
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RE Policies in Latin America

Summary table of renewable energy policies in Latin America

Source: Renewable Energy in Latin America 2015: An Overview of Policies
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RRAs
Renewables Readiness Assessments

» Country-initiated and country-led 

process, with IRENA as a facilitator 

» Brings together a wide range of 

stakeholders

» Identifies effective policies and short-

to medium-term actions for renewable 

energy deployment 

» Undertaken by 20+ countries



Focus of RRA recommendations 

in Sub-Saharan Africa (2016)

Legal and Regulatory
15%

Assessments
9%

Policy and Strategy
23%

Planning 
15%

Capacity Building
15%

Financing and 
Investment 

16%

Deployment and 
Operation

7%



IRENA web platforms
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RESOURCE

• Knowledge hub accessible from www.irena.org/resource

• World’s largest repository of publicly available information on RE

• Search – Simple Google-like search

• Country Profiles – for finding country specific renewable energy information

• Data & Statistics – for exploring 

renewable energy statistics from various 

topics

http://www.irena.org/resource
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RESOURCE



Tha

www.irena.org

www.twitter.com/irena

www.facebook.com/irena.org

Thank you!


